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From the mental toughness coach of a World Series-winning team?a simple, three-step system to winning
in lifePeople with inborn talent may be good at what they do?but only the mentally tough reach the
highest plateaus in their field.  Director of mental teaching for the St. Louis Cardinals and a top-tier
executive coach, Dr. Jason Selk is an expert on teaching people how exactly to develop the mental
toughness needed to achieve their goals.  In this book, he shares hands-on daily exercises for breaking
aged, self-defeating patterns of behavior and replacing them with the can-perform attitude and positive
behavior that leads to measurable positive results.Executive Toughness outlines the steps for attaining
high-level success:•Accountability?truly develop a “no-excuse” mentality•Focus?significantly increase
attention, concentrate and confidence•Optimism?recognize and redirect thoughts patterns for improved
execution and performance  Fortunately, mental toughness is certainly something anyone from any walk
of life can find out.By incorporating these measures into your lifestyle, you’ll be on the path to attaining
your targets.  Once you make these behaviors component of your mental “DNA,” and there will be no
turning back!
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Your work has undoubtably changed the entire span of my career and lifestyle for the better. I owe a
huge debts of gratitude to Jason Selk. This book was sufficient I read it twice and went to Jason's
seminar.! Managing infrastructure construction follows the truth of "It's simple, but not easy".
Acknowledging that mental toughness plays a key role in the success of a project supervisor, I read this
reserve hoping to gain an edge. The book right now sits within arms reach all the time. My life completely
changed by relentlessly applying the guidelines Dr. Jason Selk laid out. If I could go back to my 19 season
old . Executive Toughness is clear, well organized, well thought out and covers all of the bases within an
inspiring way.Many thanks Dr. Jason Selk. Your projects has undoubtably transformed the entire span of
my career and existence for the better. Very practical motivational book I have browse a lot of books on
motivation and most of these just repeat what another author has said.. Jason Selk. There are a lot of very
original suggestions in this book and if applied, can really improve the quality of your life and concentrate
on a daily basis.! That's training yourself to continually be focusing on solutions. Most people constantly
focus on problems however the key to achievement is concentrating on solutions.. Selk does a very good
work of showing how that is carried out. This actionable technique will without query improve your daily
life.The book is overly busy and well crafted. I had the chance to hear Dr. Selk speak and he's fantastic in
person.Tony LaRussa and Dr Jason Selk.but how many possess been written about how to think when
you are doing what you do? This solitary book changed the complete trajectory of my profession in
construction administration. His teaching has used me from concentrating (unknowingly) on bad to a far
more positive daily focus. I feel better, I'm happier, and I'm more confident thanks to Jason's teachings.I
would recommend this publication to anyone who doesn't normally understand business coaches and
sports psychologists who use big phrases that the standard person doesn't understand... I could see how it
applied to athlete's and gave it to friends of mine who are professional sports athletes. I went house and
discussed quality scenarios with my hubby. He immediately visited our bookshelf, pulled down this book
and experienced me re-read the sections on accountability. Vehicle for lifetime goal achievement I have
go through a lot of books, but this is the best book I have read that clearly delineates how to achieve all
your goals in life in short type.Well, I gained much more than that.Just a little practice every day goes a
long way. Meld your mind with a few of his suggestions to enchance your very own overall performance.
The principals helped me recognize a clear route to navigate through the situation. I would mark this
publication as a top 10 on my list and a reference in my library.. This is a book I will read on a monthly
basis..The most profound concept in this book is RSF - Relentless Solution Focus.!.! When I became
aware of Executive Toughness I noticed he had done what I was trying to accomplish for myself! I
attempt to make an effort to apply this to my business existence. Recently I had mistake in my office
create a very uncomfortable situation. After reading Dr Selk's 10-Minute Toughness. I was so relocated by
my own outcomes. It didn't harm that I have been a fan of John Wooden's for several years. Dr Selk ties
Psychology...Goals... The 2 2 things those teams had in keeping were...Habits...Attitudes.. Very short but
packed with practical tools that empower leaders to excel IT WORKS!Beliefs.. Excellent reading A nice
book every head must read. Great Book. After reading it in 2 days, I was thrilled to build up the habits
that were in keeping with my athletic profession and the achievement of my business career...at home and
at the job, that I bought many copies for Christmas presents for colleagues. From personal anecdotes and
professional insights to hard scientific analysis, this book will leave no question unanswered no stone
unturned. St Louis winning both of those titles as the unlikely come from behind underdog.Business..! If
you get the chance to do so, you should hear him speak live.. Jason makes it simple to understand with
his use of analogies and stories of others he's helped..and Tony LaRussa coached them on how to
proceed. A lot of books have been written on how to proceed. Meld YOUR BRAIN for Positive Growth
Readable, harder to execute, but so effective if you can purposefully focus on mastering one of Dr Selk's
principals at the same time. Not really Dr.and how exactly to do it.how to think before you do it? Dr..



Helped me align with a far more positive daily thought process. Or better.. Dr Selk taught them how
exactly to think..! This is actually the tool you need to take it to the next level of greatness! No matter
what level of success you have previously achieved, this amazing book will undoubtedly provide you with
the tools you should achieve an increased level of greatness. It's been 3 years and I still wake up each
morning and perform my mental workout and grade myself by the end of each do to find possibilities to
improve. Interesting to notice that the 10-minute Toughness good examples utilized from the 2006 World
Series were nearly a duplicate to the 2011 World Series results. After that, it's up to you to actually put
into action these solutions but know that in my experience,they function! This is actually the second title
I've read by this author and I cannot recommend his work highly enough. If you're inspired and driven to
live your potential, Jason Selk is certainly your man and Executive Toughness is usually your best tool. On
the fence? Don't be- Purchase this book now!I purchased this reserve my senior 12 months of college
while making the transition from intern to regular professional. Thanks Great 5 stars Liked it Great read
for anybody in business Great book Five Stars good read. I credit much of my ability to get ahead in
market to the principles that I was introduced to through Executive Toughness... If I could go back to my
19 year old personal, and only take three words and phrases, they might be: "amazon", and "executive
toughness".Expectations together with common sense examples of how to develop a Process to have the
results you are after! I would recommend this reserve to anyone that really wants to move their life ahead
in a positive way. Basic easy to implement guidelines to accomplish those ideas you find most significant.
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